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Abstract:
The elliptic curve cryptography can be
observed as two levels of computations, upper
scalar multiplication level and lower point
operations level. We combine the inherited
parallelism in both levels to reduce the delay
and improve security against the simple power
attack. The best security and speed performance
is achieved when parallelizing the computation
to eight parallel multiplication operations. This
strategy is worth considering since it shows
very attractive performance conclusions.
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1. Introduction:
In
recent
years,
Elliptic
Curve
Cryptosystem (ECC), which was originally
proposed by Niel Koblitz and Victor Miller in
1985 [1-9], is seen as a serious alternative to
RSA since it requires a much shorter world
length. ECC with a key size of 128~256 bits is
shown to offer equal security to that of RSA
with key size of 1~2Kbits [2]. The strength of
ECC is that it is based on the discrete logarithm
problem over points on an elliptic curve. To
date, no significant breakthroughs have been
made in determining weaknesses in the ECC
algorithm. The fact that the problem appears so
difficult to crack means that key sizes can be
reduced
in
size
considerably,
even
exponentially [2,5,8]. This advantage of ECC is
being recognized recently where it is being
incorporated in many standards. In 1999, the
Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm was
adopted by ANSI, and it is now included in the
ISO/IEC 15946 draft standards. Other standards
that include Elliptic Curves as part of their
specifications
are
the
IEEE
P1363
(www.stdsbbs.ieee.org), Internet Engineering
Task Force (www.ietf.cnri.reston.va.us), and
the ATM Forum.
____________________
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Several GF(p) ECC processors have been
proposed in the literature recently [15,19,20,2225]. The advantage of using dedicated
processors for encryption and decryption is that
it results in a considerable higher speed when
compared to a software solution on a generalpurpose programmable processor. It also
provides higher security than software solutions
[16], which is shown increased by proper
parallelization.
It is well known that adding two points
over an elliptic curve would require an
inversion operation, which is the most
expensive operation over GF(p) [16,17]. Many
proposed processors are based on representing
the elliptic curve points as projective coordinate
points in order to eliminate division, hence
inversion, operations [4,6,15-17,22,24,25].
There are many projective coordinates systems
to choose from [1,9]. Our selection is the
projection of (x,y) to (X/Z,Y/Z), which is proven
in [19] and [20] to give the best performance
based on the hardware architecture of four
parallel multipliers.
In this letter, we assume applying the
algorithms using the hardware strategy of [19]
and its (X/Z,Y/Z) elliptic curve (EC) projection
algorithm.
However,
we
exploit
the
parallelization and its affect on security
considering the upper level of ECC
computation, i.e. the binary method to calculate
the multiples of an EC point, which is
introduced next.

2. Point Operation Algorithm:
It will be assumed that the reader is familiar
with the arithmetic over elliptic curves. For a
good review the reader is referred to [9]. In
brief, the basic operation for ECC is Scalar
multiplication, which is the algorithm used for
calculating EC-point: kP from EC-point: P.
Scalar multiplication in the group of points of
an elliptic curve is the analogous of
exponentiation in the multiplicative group of
integers modulo a fixed integer. The
computation of kP can be done with the
straightforward double-and-add method, since it

is known to be efficient and practical to
implement in hardware [2,5,7,9,10]. This
method is based on the binary representation of
k = (kn-1,…,k0) where kn-1 is the most significant
bit of k. In fact, several scalar multiplication
methods have been proposed in the literature. A
good survey is presented by Gordon in [18].
Two scalar multiplication forms of binary
methods are considered. Both techniques have
identical interface and take similar number of
iterations as summarized below:
Define: n: number of bits in k; ki: the ith bit of k
Input: k and P (a point on the elliptic curve).
Output:
Q=kP (another point on the curve).
Left to Right Algorithm (LtR-Alg)
1. if kk-1 = 1, then Q:=P else Q:=0;
2. for i = n-2 down to 0;
3.
{ Q := Q+Q ;
4.
if ki = 1 then Q:= Q+P ; }
5. return Q;
Right to Left Algorithm (RtL-Alg)
1. Q:=0;
2. for i = 0 to n-1;
3.
if ki = 1 then Q:= Q+P ;
4.
P := P+P ;
5. return Q;
The basic operations in all scalar
multiplication algorithms are point addition and
point doubling over an elliptic curve. Both
binary methods need to double a point in all n
iterations, where n is the number of binary bits
of k. The algorithms scan the bits of k;
whenever, a particular bit of k is found to be
one, an extra operation is needed. This extra
operation is EC point addition (Q+P). The left
to right algorithm (LtR-Alg) has received more
attention due to its efficiency for sequential
computation. The problem is that it becomes
open to Simple Power Attacks (SPA) that will
reduce the security of ECC. However, the right
to left algorithm (RtL-Alg) is more secure and
suitable for our parallel execution since the
doubling can be carried out in parallel with the
point addition [5,8] as will be clarified in the
following section.

3. Simple Power Attacks:
Now, here we show that monitoring power
consumption during the computation of kP
knowing P may enable to recover k. Power
consumption enables to visually identify large
features, such as, the main iteration loop in the
binary algorithms LtR-Alg and RtL-Alg. Power
consumption analysis may also enable to
distinguish
between
instructions
being
executed, i.e., it is possible to distinguish
between point doubling and point addition in

the algorithms, thus revealing the bits of the
exponent k.
Coron in [10] showed that for algorithms
LtR-Alg and RtL-Alg, in order to be unaffected
by SPA, the instructions performed during a
cryptographic algorithm should not depend on
the data being processed. There should not be
any branch instructions conditioned by the data.
This could be done by performing the addition
and doubling each time and then at the end of
the loop decide either to accept the result or to
eliminate the addition part according to ki
value. In this work, we adopt this idea by using
RtL-Alg. However, we parallelize the EC point
addition and doubling to gain the best speed,
which will also insure the system immunity
against SPA.
The next section describes EC projective
coordinates point operations.
Since, as
mentioned earlier, point operations (EC point
doubling and adding) requires complex
inversion [16,17], it can almost be eliminated
using projective coordinates[1,9], as clarified in
the following section.

4. Projective Coordinate Procedures:
For elliptic curve defined over GF(p),
two different forms of formulas are found [1,9]
for point addition and doubling. One form
projections (x,y)=(X/Z2, Y/Z3) [9], while the
second projects (x,y) = (X/Z,Y/Z) [1]. The
projection of (x,y) = (X/Z,Y/Z) is found better
for speed, especially when four parallel
multipliers are adopted [19,20]. The dataflow
graphs for EC point adding is shown in Fig.1.
Each EC point addition operation needs four
steps with full utilization of all multipliers.
Similarly, the EC point doubling is shown in
Fig. 2, where it needs three steps for each
doubling operation.

5. Vulnerable Parallelization:
As stated previously, using the right to
left binary algorithm (RtL-Alg), point doubling
and point additions can be carried out in
parallel. However, as will be shown in this
section, higher degree of parallelism can be
achieved when the concurrency within each
doubling and point additions operations is
exploited. To achieve this, the dataflow graphs
of point addition and doubling operations is to
be revisited.
Observe the dataflow graphs of Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2, when four multipliers are used to
perform RtL-Alg, the total time for each RtLAlg computation is approximated: Ttotal = 3 n +
4 x, where n is the number of binary bits of k,
and x is the number of bits in k with values one.
Note that only the GF(p) multiplication time is
considered while the addition and subtraction
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Fig. 1 Adding two points data flow

time is ignored as clarified in [19,20]. We can
form the normalized computation time for a
single bit per one RtL-Alg operation as: T = 3
+ 4 τ, where τ is the ratio x/n and has a value
0 < τ < 1.
For the worst case scenario: τ = 1 Î T = 7. For
the average case assuming half the bits of k are
ones: τ = 0.5 Î T = 5. Since the time
depends on the data factor τ, someone can study
the time and power of each iteration within
RtL-Alg and extract the value k which is
making the system not very secure.
Even if two multipliers are used instead of
four, to compromise in area as suggested in
[20], the critical paths will be affected and the
normalized computation time for a single bit
per one multiplication is going to be: T=6+8τ,
This two multipliers hardware worst case
scenario will be: τ = 1 Î T = 14, and the
average case: τ = 0.5 Î T = 10. Making the
design with two multipliers and running the
procedures normally will just double the time,
which is a usual time area trade-off. However, it
is making the security worse because the factor
of data dependency τ increased allowing the
SPA to be simpler.

6. Secure Parallelization:
The complete security benefit of the RtLAlg is obtained if the data dependency factor τ
is omitted. One way to perform this is to use the
four multipliers design of [20] but dedicating

Y3

Fig. 2 Doubling a point data flow graph

two multipliers for each EC operation, i.e. two
multipliers for point addition and two for
doubling.
Both operations are performed in parallel, then,
the ki bit is checked to control the use of the EC
point addition result. The normalized
computation time for a single bit per one RtLAlg operation will be: T = 8; since the point
addition operation will dominate the timing.
To gain the full benefit of parallelization
speed and security, two hardware designs with
four multipliers each are used in parallel, i.e. an
eight multiplier design. The critical path in this
hardware will be dominated be EC point
addition dataflow graph. The normalized
computation time for a single bit per one RtLAlg operation will be: T = 4, which is fixed and
not affected by the k value.

7. Security and Speed Trade-off:
In the full eight multipliers parallelization
attempt, we are performing the EC point
addition in every RtL-Alg iteration although it
may be unneeded, i.e. even if ki is zero. This is
to insure security against SPA. If this security
constraint is released, the eight multiplier
hardware can have better speed by checking ki
bit immediately after completing the doubling
operation. If ki is zero, the addition operation
can be terminated. The normalized computation
time for a single bit per one RtL-Alg operation

will be: T = 3 + τ, which is a compromise
between speed and security.

8. Conclusion
This letter explores the ability to gain
security from performing GF(p) elliptic curve
cryptography computation in parallel methods.
The best security can be achieved when making
the design computation independent to the data,
which can be obtained both elliptic curve
addition and doubling are performed in parallel.
The best security and speed performance is
achieved when using full parallelization of the
elliptic curve point operations, which can be
attained with eight parallel multipliers in
hardware. Implementing these parallelisms
seems complex because of its large hardware
requirement, however, it worth consideration
especially because of its interesting benefits in
security and speed performance.
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